
�� Product Overview

Thank you for purchasing the HOTO Precision Screwdriver Set.
Please read this manual carefully before use, and retain it for future 
reference.
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�� Precautions
Follow us:@HOTO

A part of the finger may be clipped if 
the storage box cover is being turned 
upward too fast.Do not put your fingers 
in the position shown in the figure 
when opening or closing.

Please make sure the power of 
the live equipment has been cut 
off before using this product.

This product is not a toy and 
should not be used by children. 
The screwdriver should only be 
operated by persons �� years of 
age or older.

The torque indicated in the 
product parameters is the 
torque of the screwdriver, not 
the torque of the bit.

This product is designed for precision maintenance. Please select 
bits that fit properly into the screws and avoid excessive force to 
prevent  damage to the screw or bits.

Illustrations of the product, accessories, and user interface in the 
user manual are for reference purposes only. Due to product 
updates and upgrades, the actual product may be slightly different 
from the schematic. Please refer to the actual product.
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�� How to Use

Turn the storage box cover upward to the 
natural open position (the maximum open 
angle is ���°), please do not turn it forcibly.
Turn the storage box cover downward to zero 
degree, and the storage box will be closed.

Opening/Closing the Cover

How to Use the Screwdriver
The bit can be inserted into the screwdriver handle directly for 
use.
When the bit is inserted into the screwdriver handle, magnetic 
force can be generated, and most screws can be attached by 
the magnetic force.

Bits are stored in the base magnetically.
Put the bit in the bit slot after use, it will 
be attached automatically.

Bit Storage

Insert the tip of the precision screwdriver into the circular hole 
and press it for storage.

Screwdriver Handle Storage

Model：QWLSD���
Net weight：���g
Maximum manual torque：�N·m
Bit material: S� alloy steel
Bit specification：C�×L��mm 
Bit model：Y�.�/TW�/PH���/PH��/PH�/PH�/SL�.�/SL�/SL�.�/SL�/
W�.�/P�/P�/P�/T�/T�/T�/T�/T�H/T�H/T�H/T�H/T��H/H�.�/H�/
H�.�/U�.� /▲�.� 

Dimension of storage box：
���.�×��×��.�mm
Dimension of screwdriver：
���.�×��.�×��.�mm

�� Specifications
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Manufactured by: Shanghai HOTO Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Building ��, No.�� Moganshan Road, Putuo District, 
                    Shanghai,China
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Be careful to prevent 
the hands from being 
clipped by this area 
during opening/clos-
ing.

Scan to follow us on WeChat

Get �Y+ warranty and new follower benefits


